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Correspondent:
how did they behave that you learned these all in
Iraq? Didn’t you know before that they’re working
for the Iraq government?

Iraq-Iran war, they came to the borders; they fired RPG and

Arash Sameti Pur: when somebody’s inside a sect they

on they sent us 50 night-vision binoculars and Danish and

think as the sect thinks. In fact the Organization has thirty

American night glasses.” We should go and perform more

years experience of brainwashing and I’d like to talk about

identification operations and bring information for Iraqis, and

the systems of brainwashing in the organization and the

we should do greater operations, after that operation in

psychology that Rajavi uses on the members. Look, we are

Fakkeh Iraq gave us more equipment, namely two more

mostly youngsters and each of us has been there for two or

bases and Mojahedin settled in there.” After this they crea-

three years and other friends here have undergone such a

ted the terrorist story in which Saddam was involved direct-

system. It is possible to study this system. I mean we should

ly: sometimes after about six or seven months a message

reveal what’s going and what’s happening to the human

came from Rajavi saying that the landlord has interfered and

beings in Mojahedin bases. Most of the time on the internet

we can’t use the Iraq-Iran border easily but if you perform a

or on their TV and radio they hold hot political and propa-

good assassination he’ll certainly give us more equipment

gandistic discussions but they never talk about the realities

and we can penetrate Iran more than ever. After the assassi-

and the ideological issues inside the organization. Now, I

nation of Mr Sayyad Shirazi, Rajavi met Saddam, and

want my friends to talk about these issues.

Saddam gave them more equipment and he gave them a

Mir Qafu Seyedi: If I want to explain completely, I should

base in Basra, two in Al-Amareh and some places in Jalula

say that the relationship between Mojahedin and Iraqis is

and Filagh. In Khales, they were given a big base and they

very close. They’re more equipped than the Ba’ath Party and

were given more communications in their office in Baghdad.

even the Intelligence agents of Iraq. I have seen many

In Abu Gharib, they have another place and some other pla-

examples to tell you. For instance, once they wanted to

ces that we might not know.These facilities were given to us

completely change their equipment. In 1994, Susan (Ozra

after the assassination of Mr Sayyad Shirazi. Iraqis gave

Alavi Taleghani), [military] deputy of Massoud Rajavi, met

Mojahedin shares two times bigger than the shares of the

an Iraqi general in Tajik Base and I was Ozra’s bodyguard.

Ba’ath Party, such as food. In Iraq, where people have

They held meetings about meeting the needs of the

nothing to eat because of sanctions, Mojahedin were given

Mojahedin. Before that Rajavi, Mehdi Abrishamchi and

sugar, clothing, flour, meat, building materials and so on. If I

Abbas Davari met with Saddam Hussein, Tariq Aziz and

want to name the weapons, when they wanted to stage a

others. Rajavi himself, in a public meeting, said: “I have met

military parade in 1991, the Iraqis brought a number of T-55

our friends and from now on they will give you whatever

tanks, 50 BMP-1, a number of MTL and IFA armoured vehi-

you want.” After these meetings it took about three months

cles to Ashraf base, since they wanted to show their parade

for Iraqi repairmen, officials and officers in Tajik Base to

as large and splendid. They gave equipment to the organiza-

repair and renew the equipment, cars, weapons and etc. At

tion, because wanted to use them. In 1994, when they wan-

least ten times, I myself went to transfer the prepared wea-

ted to perform the ‘phoenix’ operation, they had a huge

pons from Tajik base to Ashraf base.

percentage of the Iraqi military’s own arms. Iraq had desig-

Or other instances in 1995 during which I was guarding

ned two-part operational mortars. Iraq gave Mojahedin such

Today, over 2000 years after the

out war and crime and replace it

“respect your fathers and mothers

ammunition trucks. We went to the big base of Mosul that

mortars along with the training to use them. The training

birth of Jesus Christ, this betrayal

with brotherhood and equality.

and love your neighbours so God

had a large ammunition hut and we took 6 ammunition

sessions were held in 1997 under the supervision of Major

is still continuing and the reactio-

Although there has been much

will love you”. The clear message

trucks from Iraqis. We brought the trucks and unloaded the

Abu Ahmad Iraqi. After that they brought their own com-

naries of our time are even now

war and bloodshed throughout

in this is to distance ourselves

cargo in Ashraf Base. Or all the protection that Iraqis have

manders for armo-

misusing his name and his pure

history, Christ is the only prophet

from fighting our neighbours and

appointed for Mojahedin bases (such as anti-aircraft or

red tactic training.

mother, or compare themselves

who never participated in any

to take them as our friends and

with him or his mother to conti-

war and has declared it a sin to

to respect our families and to put

nue this betrayal. Jesus himself

shed the blood of other humans

great effort into keeping them

Editor

says “there will come, after me,

and who stood alone in defiance

from disintegration. Unfortunately

Anne Singleton

people who will say that ‘we are

of the warmongers. Although in

today there are people who, in

the Christ’. But do not believe

his time Jewish men would choo-

the name of Christ or other pro-

them”. This is amongst the grea-

se several wives, Christ would

phets destroy families and inste-

test advice which Jesus gave to

only accept one man for one

ad of peace and friendship and

the people for history, so that

woman and one woman for one

brotherhood, are working hard to

from this we can discover the

man as the best way in life. Christ

bring war and destruction and

nature of the people surrounding

was the leader of equality, bro-

shed the blood of their own chil-

us. Christ came to earth to root

therhood and peace and says

dren and brothers in a bid to gain

returned back or they fired BKC and went back. Once in the
captured 3 Iranians and delivered them to Iraq. From then
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And there are a number of Roland missiles and anti-aircraft
guns (23mm, 37mm, and 57mm) which were all the Iraqis’.

directly. Brigadier

The commander in charge of monitoring the traffic is from

Generals Abdul

Iraqi Intelligence.

Karim and Foad Ali

The intelligence service controls all traffic and under their
supervision they’re free to go and come. They can travel
inside cities with their pistols, BKC, AK-47 and their military
uniform. Another issue was being mercenaries of Saddam.
It’s very clear because I was in the organization 11 years
and I saw that they’re the fifth column of Iraq. During the
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A message for all at Christmas
Edward Termado

Congratulations to all on the occasion of the new Christian
year marking the birth of Jesus Christ the messenger of
peace, freedom and humanity to those who follow his path.
Jesus Christ brought God’s message of peace and freedom to
free human kind.”Come to me you who are suffering (toiling)
and who have carried heavy loads. I will free you”. Jesus
Christ was born from the Holy Virgin Mary in a time when
the world was drowning in bloodshed, exploitation and slavery of humans by humans, war and oppression. Jesus was
born to and raised in the hands of the pure Mary. He took the
message of peace and freedom to the suppressed people of those days but he knew himself that
they would betray him one day and would crucify him and that is what happened.
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News in Brief

Editorial
This month most of the ‘voices’ in the

We hope that all our readers
have enjoyed, where appropriate, your Christmas and New
Year celebrations. We thank
Edward

Termado

for

his

Christmas message.

Massoud Rajavi from his bases in Iraq

edition come from inside Iran. They are

to perform terrorist acts inside Iran as

the voices of former MKO members

Iran-Egypt Intelligence Cooperation against MKO
Asharq Al-Awsat, London, December 5

“Like cults everywhere, the People’s Mujahedin relies on

part of his plan to overthrow the

who were arrested partaking in activi-

Islamic Republic regime. We have cho-

According to Asharq Al-Awsat newspaper, the Egyptian

isolation and brainwashing, said Massoud Khodabandeh,

ties for the MKO. Mr Ebrahim

sen to publish them as Personal

Government has vowed to deliver information concer-

who broke with the group in 1996 after years as a

Khodabandeh writes from Evin prison

Experiences since these are people

ning MKO to Iran. The paper reported signing of cultural

bodyguard and telecommunications expert for the

to Mr Win Griffiths MP who had set up

whose voices are not easily heard out-

and security memorandums of understanding by the

Rajavis.

a parliamentary Ad Hoc Committee to

side the country but who deserve to

authorities of Iran and Egypt.According to the new deals,

“”First in importance is the sect culture. Then comes the

rescue Ebrahim and his colleague, Mr

be listened to. Parts two and three

two sides will cooperate on exchanging intelligence and

terrorism,” Khodabandeh said in a recent interview.

Jamil Bassam, from imprisonment in

which cover the ideological aspects of

on creating cultural centers.The Egyptian government

“Compared to Al Qaeda, it’s more of a sect than an ope-

Iran and have them returned to the

MKO membership will be published in

has promised to give all its information about

rational terrorist group. But there has been terrorism.

UK. Mr Griffiths’ demand was that as

the following editions of Survivors’

Mojahedin-e khalq to Iran. Formerly the MKO enjoyed

And the burnings last year showed the potential of the

both men had refugees status in the

Report.

the support of Egypt.

members for being terrorists. If you can kill yourself wit-

UK, they should be returned there and

Survivors’ Report welcomes too the

if Iran had any evidence of criminal

voice of Mr Matine Daftary, whose

activity it should request the men be
extradited from the UK to Iran to stand

classic techniques of psychological manipulation, such as

hout questions, you can kill someone else without
questions.”

membership of the NCRI for many

US Hopes of Iran Change Have Little to Hang On
Los Angeles Times, December 5

years lent it some credibility. His

Tyler Marshall and Sebastian Rotella write that any

opponents, despite its disciplined organization and mili-

trial. When Mr Khodabandeh telepho-

departure along with his wife Mrs

movement for change to the fundamentalist Islamic

tary potential. Because of all this, political analysts

ned Iran-Interlink he told us most

Maryam Matine Daftary, has severely

government in Iran lacks cohesion and leadership even

believe any change of power in Tehran is unlikely in the

emphatically that he does expect a

undermined the NCRI’s claim to any

though opposition to the ruling system is enormous.

short-term.

reply to his letter and that he hopes

democratic credentials, since theirs

He cites the Mojahedin as “the best-organized group

“”Even under the most optimistic scenarios, regime

international efforts to help the other

were often the only voices of dissent

opposing the regime in Tehran”. But describes the pro-

change is going to be a long, drawn-out process,”

victims of the MKO’s misguided poli-

heard within the Council. We are plea-

blems surrounding the organisation, not least of which

Gerecht said. “Virtually everyone in the country hates

cies will be continued in earnest.

sed that Mr Matine Daftary has spoken

is its lack of appeal for Iranians. “Asked about possible

the regime, but that doesn’t do you much good if there-

The other voices from inside Iran are

out and joined with the increasing

U.S. support for regime opponents, a senior Bush admi-

’s no cutting edge to it.””

from other prisoners who had been

number of people who are prepared to

nistration official responded: “What opposition?””

arrested in Iran. All had been sent by

speak out about the MKO.

The article identifies the main reasons for the

p

“Such allegations reduce the group’s appeal to regime

Mojahedin’s lack of popularity. It “has been accused of

No Reason for Holding MKO in Iraq IRNA,
December 9

being a totalitarian cult whose members killed

Speaking at a news conference in London, Ann Clwyd,

A message for all at Christmas

will be they who will lose and

and subjected to harsh and inhu-

Americans in the 1970s. It was involved in the 1979 U.S.

MP said “We don’t know why the US keeps and protects

power for a short period. Jesus

regret their actions. Whatever

man treatment which included

Embassy takeover in Tehran and eventually took refuge

MKO members in Iraq.”

Christ would give pardon to

they do to people will come back

being sent to Iraqi prisons. He

in Iraq, where it cozied up to Saddam Hussein and

Immediately after the fall of Saddam Hussein, Clwyd

whoever became a believer in his

on themselves and their suppres-

recently escaped from the

fought for his regime in its 1980s war against Iran. Until

was appointed by Tony Blair as the special envoy in

way. Even a prostitute who beca-

sion will not be left without an

Mojahedin and is now a valued

last year, it had heavy weapons, including tanks, at its

Iraq’s Human rights affairs.

me a believer, Jesus put his hand

answer.

contributor to Survivors’ Report.

disposal.”

The IRNA correspondent asked her to explain why the

on her head and asked God to

With the best wishes and hope

“None of this is true,” said Ali Safavi, who is president

MKO’s case has not been resolved. She answered: “we

forgive her sins. Therefore, whoe-

for a very fruitful new year for all

of a privately funded Middle East policy research group

don’t have information on this either.”She undertook to

ver believes in

human kind in the world.

in the Washington area and is closely associated with

follow the MKO’s situation personally. She also said that

Christ and accepts him in their

Edward Termado

the People’s Mujahedin. Safavi claims that most of the

she is determined to investigate the MKO’s role in coo-

heart will be forgiven. Christ,

Note: all the time that Edward

accusations against the group are regime-instigated lies

peration with Saddam regime in massacring innocent

facing the oppressors of the

Termado was with the Mojahedin

meant to discredit the group.”

Iraqi people.

world, says “you are like a dish

the organisation constantly tried

The article goes on to explain the accusations.

clean from the outside but full of

to exploit his faith as an Iranian

“The organization “has slid into a terrorist logic,” Pierre

insects and worms inside”. All the

Christian for its own benefit.

de Bousquet de Florian, director of the French domestic

Cult Is Trying to Hijack Our Iran Policy
Los Angeles Times, December 11

words of Jesus Christ after 2000

When Edward refused to accept

intelligence service, said in an interview with Le Figaro

In response to the Los Angeles Times article ‘US Hopes

year, are now clear to all of us.

the conditions imposed on him by

newspaper in June 2003.

of Iran Change Have Little to Hang On’ Reza Aslan writes

But there are still people who are

the MKO leader Massoud Rajavi –

“”The statements about the... goal of bringing democracy

in the same paper “These fanatics seek to replace

determined to misuse the holy

that is, the ideological revolution

to Iran must be contrasted with the extraordinarily auto-

Tehran’s religious tyranny with their own.”

name of this prophet. They

which contradicted his own

cratic character of the movement, which is dominated by

Mr Aslan likens the Mojahedin and National Council of

should know that in the end it

beliefs - Edward was imprisoned

an excessive cult of personality,” De Bousquet said.

Resistance of Iran to Ahmad Chalabi’s “government in
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exile,” the Iraqi National Congress, adding, “But the

refugees to return to their homelands, he said security

United States will probably discover that the MEK - just

problems in Iraq are the main obstacle to immigrants in

MKO, Only Terrorists Under Pentagon
ProtectionIRIB, November 17

like the INC - can’t be trusted.”

Iraq to returning.Al-Hallu pointed to the issue of MKO’s

US News & World Report magazine reported that the US

coalition for a specific aim. Unfortunately the

The article goes on to chart the MEK’s history and why it

presence in Iraq and stressed that the UNHCR is ready to

military granted Protected Status to the MEK last sum-

cornerstone of this building was warped, therefore

is on the US and EU lists of terrorist entities before retur-

help MKO members to return their country.He said: “Iran

mer even though it was designated as a terrorist organi-

the wall was built warped and therefore all our

ning again to the main reason the MEK does not and

has reassured us that it’s ready to give necessary gua-

zation by the State Department in 1997. The magazine

efforts to bring it back to it’s main objective, which

will never have a future in the political scene of Iran.

rantees and it has released public pardon for women

described the relationship between the MEK and the US

was to create a wide front to get rid of the Islamic

“As with most cults, it is incredibly difficult to break

and youths”.

as the weirdest alliance and wrote: “Mojahedin-e khalq

Republic and to establish democracy, was wasted.

through the veil of secrecy that shrouds the MEK.

is the only designated terrorist organization which enjo-

And at the forefront of the existing problems was

However, based on the research of Baruch College histo-

the egotism of our main coalition partner and its lack

ry professor Ervand Abrahamian, who has written exten-

French Judge Comments on Terrorist
InvestmentsAl-Vatan, Saudi Arabia, December 13

ys the support of the Pentagon.”

sively on the group, and the testimony of former mem-

Jean Louis Bruguiere, France’s anti-terrorism Judge who

bers, a horrifying history of terrorist activity, mass mur-

ordered the arrests of the MKO in France, said in an

Interview with Mr Matine Daftary
Broadcast December 17

especially the problem of freedom of expression and

der and human rights abuses has emerged. ”From their

interview with AP: “Our interpretation of terrorism’s

Q: Dear Mr Matine Daftary, a final question. What was

many other problems. We tried to solve these

headquarters in Paris, the Rajavis rule the MEK with dra-

investments in Europe is wrong. Terrorist networks in

your criticism of the National Council of Resistance

problems and to widen this coalition or to save it

conian, god-like authority. Every morning, MEK members

Europe are financed by illegal activities and get hund-

when you left?

but it was impossible and unfortunately we also

living in the Iraqi camps - many who joined the group

reds of thousands of euros.”He said that blocking terro-

as orphaned children - line up and salute pictures of

rism investment is important and that current measures

Maryam and Massoud. Indeed, when French authorities

are not enough. “Technical and political activity to con-

arrested Maryam Rajavi in 2002 [sic] for her involve-

trol the network supporting terrorism is different from

ment in terrorist activities, nine of her followers immola-

what we see. This is not only the case for Europe.”He

ted themselves in protest. ”According to Human Rights

stressed that tracing terrorists investments is very diffi-

Watch, members who have criticized the Rajavis or their

cult, because terrorist networks use deceptive methods

organization have been detained against their will;

and pursuing their properties is not easy. Such networks

some committed suicide. As the public face of the MEK,

exchange their money outside the standard channels

the National Council of Resistance in Iran presents itself

and don’t use bank accounts.

A: the main argument was that we participated in a

of real belief in all the basic freedoms which we
were struggling for, and our response to these,

A: I have written about this in detail and published it in

wasted years of our time in the effort.

p

the editorial of Azadi periodical.

Open letter to Mr Griffiths
Before anything else, I should thank you again for the trip you
made to Tehran together with Sir Teddy Taylor MP, and your
efforts to help have my friend, Mr Jamil Bassam and myself

as a democratic and egalitarian organization, often
flaunting the number of women in its political and mili-

Q: What are the headlines then?

released.

tary hierarchy. But this is not so much a sign of progres-

MKO, Bound to Iraq’s Ministry of Agriculture Saut
Al-Iraq, December 15

Boukamal border. She had brought seven

caught off guard and simply denied all

sivism as it is a result of the group’s control mecha-

An Iraqi citizen disclosed individuals and organizations

suitcases from Iraq which contained around

knowledge of the event. My friend Mr

nisms. The Rajavis have outlawed all contact between

which received Iraqi oil under forged names under the
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separated and taken to Damascus immedia-

[Iranian] regime.” And retorts:”The MEK is nothing of the

ple and companies still continue with their espionage

trying to escape from that country. All my

puter disks and other documents which cle-

tely for investigation and interrogation.

sort. This is a fanatical cult that, despite its rhetoric, has

and business activities…

efforts in the ten days prior to my arrest on
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Exactly seven weeks after our arrest, on

the border were spent trying to sort out

the MKO. As I was already known at

Thursday 5th July 2003, the Syrian agents

Boukamal as an Iranian directly involved in

who told us we were to be deported to the

to replace the clerics with themselves. They want to
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officials so that they could be transferred to

helping escaping MKO personnel, their sus-

UK, transferred us instead to Iran and we

substitute one kind of religious totalitarianism with ano-

Fallah Al-Naqib, Interior Minister of the Iraqi interim

Europe through Syria. I engaged the office of

picion fell on me and I was arrested shortly

were taken to Evin Prison. It was only later I

ther. ”Tantalizing promises aside, we must not be foo-

government, said in an interview with Al-Alam news

the UNHCR and the Red Cross in Damascus

after the arrest of the woman. I was taken

discovered that almost immediately we

led.”

network: “We said to our brothers in Iran that no one

but all my efforts and the intervention of

to where the suitcases were being examin-

were transferred to Iran, the National

will be allowed to act against Iran from Iraq.”He added:

these offices proved futile.

ed. The woman said that some Iranians
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“Mojahedin-e khalq is now restricted and can do

On Friday 18 April 2003, I was ordered to go

whom she did not know had paid her to

ferent statements announcing our transfer

nothing against Iran.”He noted that, regarding the issue

with Jamil Bassam to Boukamal on the Iraq-

take the suitcases across the border and to

and alleging that we are under torture and

Yaqub Al-Hallu, the head of Iraq’s UNHCR speaking at a

of crime and criminal acts, MKO members will be tried.

Syria border to await some baggage which

deliver them to some unknown people on

awaiting execution. Later the NCR deman-

press conference in London said Iraq’s UNHCR is ready to

“We believe that anyone who commits a crime should

was being sent from Iraq. At the same time

this side of the border, and that she did not

ded our release and return to Britain. I also

return MKO members to Iran.While encouraging Iraqi

be tried.”Al-Naqib expressed hope that the Mojahedin

a village woman had been arrested and was

have any knowledge of the contents of the

found out that a Parliamentary Ad Hoc

will leave Iraq.

being questioned at the custom office of

suitcases. Confronted by this situation, I was

Committee had been organised under your

no interest in replacing Iran’s clerical regime with a
democratic alternative. On the contrary, its leaders want
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directive and with the involvement of some

return us to Britain. The next thing I would

Committee itself. Is (or was) the Committee

other British MPs, to effect pressure on Iran

like to ask you is more on behalf of my

only interested in freedom for me and my

to free us.

daughter than myself and that is about the

friend or does it have concern for other

Since finding this out, the question which

pressure which was brought to bear on her

members of the organisation? As you saw in

has preyed on my mind and which I men-

by the organisation’s agents in Britain to

Evin prison, there are several other people

tion in this letter in the hope of getting an

participate in some activities against the

who had been sent to Iran to carry out ter-

answer directly from your good self is why

Islamic Republic of Iran using the allegations

rorist activities, in particular between June

the news of mine and my friend’s arrest

of the torture of me and my friend or the

1998 and July 2001. Some had been

and imprisonment in Syria was kept secret

alleged preparations to execute us. This was

arrested before they acted and some after.

by the organisation for the full seven weeks

to the extent that even though she had just

Some have been sentenced and some, like

that we were under interrogation there?

given birth to a baby, they asked her to go

me and my friend, are awaiting trial. And of

Why didn’t the NCR inform international

to London and commit self immolation out-

course, some have already been released.

human rights organisations or even my bro-

side parliament as a protest. An act which

They have all acknowledged damaging pro-

ther or my daughter who live in Britain.

according to my daughter’s consultation

perty and endangering the lives of innocent

Why did the NCR not issue any statement at

with several legal bodies, human rights

civilian people. Has this Committee any pro-

that time and why was no committee for-

organisations and others, including the

gram to scrutinize these cases? Is it at all

med then for our release? I am sure you

Foreign Office would have done nothing to

interested in them? Does it know about or

would agree that such measures taken from

help my situation or gain my freedom, and

does it want to know about them?

the beginning would most probably have

might in all probability have had a negative

I have also been informed that there are

prevented our transfer to Iran. This kind of

effect. The advice she received from all

several hundreds of NLA members in Iraq

action would also have allowed the NCR to

those she consulted was that direct contact

who have separated from the Mojahedin

explain its own position as regards the

with the Iranian Embassy in London and a

and who do not want to stay with the orga-

arrest of two of its members on a political

visit to Iran would be the most effective

nisation to carry out military operations

mission and could have shed some light on

way to ensure our freedom. And of course,

against the Islamic Republic of Iran. They are

the affair. I am very interested to know

that is what she has done. It is necessary to

now being held in a separate part of the

what stopped the organisation from infor-

mention of course, that the Baroness Emma

camp under the supervision of the American

ming my brother or my daughter so that at

Nicholson, Sir Teddy Taylor MP, the UNHCR

army in Iraq. Those who have managed to

the very least they could do whatever possi-

representative and may others have met

escape from the camp emphasise that con-

ble to help in this situation. When we met

with me and Jamil Bassam in Evin and are

ditions in that part of the camp are very

in Tehran, my daughter complained bitterly

seriously monitoring and following our legal

bad. I would like to know if your Committee

about this and said that if she had known

situation and court cases in Iran. The next

would like to help these people? After all,

about my arrest from the start, she and her

question is one in which I am more perso-

the number of them is not small. Surely a

husband would have found the best lawyers

nally interested. I would like to put to you

widespread and coordinated action to help

in the UK and would have travelled to Syria

that after your visit to Tehran and to Evin

and release them from this situation is

straight away to do whatever possible to

prison and your return to Britain, what acti-

necessary. I ask your Committee which was

ensure my safe return to London. I am sure

vities have been performed in the frame-

put together for humanitarian reasons to act

that had my brother and his wife been

work of your Parliamentary Ad Hoc

on this very humanitarian disaster and

informed, they also would have activated

Committee to help us and how active has

needful situation. Finally, I would like to ask

their own connections which are numerous.

the Committee been? Has the Committee

you and the other members of your

My daughter told me that she contacted

stopped its work totally? Is there any reason

Committee to ensure the effect of your work

Amnesty International as soon as she was

that the case is not being followed any

by travelling to Iran and Iraq in person or as

put in the picture but that officials at AI

more? It was expected that this Committee

groups and to especially visit the places in

were also complaining of not being told

would announce its report and explain its

which the MKO are held under the supervi-

sooner, and told her that if they had known

work and its achievements. But it appears

sion of American forces in Iraq and also to

of our arrest while we were in Syria, they

that after your trip to Iran and the meetings

act in the interests of the arrested people in

could have intervened directly as well as

which you had with me and Jamil Bassam,

Iraq to ensure their freedom.

through other channels in Syria and could

the activities of the Committee have been

May I thank you again while waiting for

have secured our safe return to London. I

put on hold for some unknown reason. What

your response to my letter.

also met with the representative of the

are the reasons behind this sudden cessa-

UNHCR in Tehran and he said that if we had

tion in activities? As far as I know my bro-

Ebrahim Khodabandeh

asked for help while in Syria, considering

ther and my daughter were and are very

Tehran/ Evin prison

that we had political asylum from the UK,

keen about the continuation of any support.

13 December 2004

they could have forced the Syrian officials to

Another question concerns the nature of the
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Massoud Rajavi in Ashraf camp preparing his forces for terrorist
operations. Behind him is the Mojahedin emblem on a flag.
Since the fall of Saddam, Rajavi has gone into hiding in Iraq.
He is wanted for crimes against humanity and war crimes.

Maryam Rajavi is here seen at the start of one of the MKO’s
terrorist operations ordering: ‘advance, advance, advance’.
Taped evidence also shows Maryam Rajavi ordering tanks to
roll over Kurdish villagers in 1991. She is directly responsible
for torture and executions in the MKO’s terrorist camps in Iraq.

Massoud Rajavi – self-styled Supreme Leader of the Iranian
Resistance, a generic heading for the Mojahedin-e Khalq (MKO
or MEK) , National Liberation Army of Iran (NLA) and the
National Council of Resistance of Iran (NCR).
Mr Rajavi does not pose for western audiences – that is, does
not remove his gun before the photographer arrives – because
he prefers not to meet with either political or media persons.
By opposing Ayatollah Khomeini as an equal in his bid for
power, Rajavi has set himself a standard and cannot now allow
himself to meet with anyone in public other than a head of
state for negotiating power.

Maryam Rajavi, wife
of Massoud Rajavi,
in her role as Deputy
Commander-in-Chief
of the NLA. She was
removed from this
position when Rajavi
had the NCR appoint
her as presidentelect for Iran. Since
that time, Maryam
Rajavi has only
posed in civilian clothing.
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not remove his gun before the photographer arrives – because
he prefers not to meet with either political or media persons.
By opposing Ayatollah Khomeini as an equal in his bid for
power, Rajavi has set himself a standard and cannot now allow
himself to meet with anyone in public other than a head of
state for negotiating power.

Maryam Rajavi, wife
of Massoud Rajavi,
in her role as Deputy
Commander-in-Chief
of the NLA. She was
removed from this
position when Rajavi
had the NCR appoint
her as presidentelect for Iran. Since
that time, Maryam
Rajavi has only
posed in civilian clothing.
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After the fall of Saddam, Maryam Rajavi
ran away to Paris but was arrested shortly after by French police and is currently
under investigation pending trial on charges of planning and funding terrorism.

Mohammad Mohaddessin, Commander in Saddam’s Private Army (NLA), posing
(right) as a writer and political personality. There are numerous claims that he personally tortured people in Iraq. He is currently under investigation and awaiting
trial in Paris on terrorism charges.

Farid Soleimani (right) participating as an NLA commander in one of Massoud Rajavi’s
briefing meetings. The photograph is very recent [pre-war 2003] since tables are a new
introduction into the huge salon. The tables were an attempt to disguise the rapidly
depleting numbers of combatants in Iraq.

Farid Soleimani in an NCR press conference concerning Iran’s nuclear programme. Educated in England,
Soleimani was Massoud Rajavi’s interpreter in Iraq for two decades. In spite
of his excellent English, Soleimani was
never trusted to work abroad for fear
he would leave the MKO.

Personal Experiences:
The interview of 9 Mojahedin defectors
with International Media
(in three parts) Part One
Ali Safavi seen here in the UK parliament acting as spokesman for the NCR. Safavi
was a student in the USA in the early 1980s before joining the Mojahedin in Iraq.

I am Hoshiar Seifi, born on 1968 in Marivan. I joined the Mojahedin in 1989. I tried to get abroad through
Iraqi soil when Ba’thists captured me and delivered me to the Organization.
In 2000 we were quarantined and were trained to perform sabotage and terrorism in Iran. When we
entered Iran we were fortunately captured in the first city on our way (Kurdistan) before the operation.

Ali Safavi joined the NLA in the early
1980s and served as a commander
during several military operations. He
has now been positioned as a president of a privately funded Middle East
policy research group in the
Washington area.
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Mehdi Abrishamchi, Commander in Saddam’s Private army (NLA), posing (left) as a
writer and human rights activist. He served as Saddam’s Secret Services representative
in the MKO for over 20 years, allegedly killing and torturing many people. He is currently under investigation and awaiting trial in Paris on terrorism charges.
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ring for two years in Tehran before going to Europe to

Republic of Iran.

continue my education. I was a student of computer eng-

I am Ma’soomeh Malek Seyed Abadi. I am also known as

ineering in the U.S. In 1998 I joined the Mojahedin and

Marjan. I was born in 1972. I went to the Netherlands in

got to Iraq with the assistance of some people I knew. In

1995, and I was in Iraq also for 3 years. I had come to

Iraq, I learned different terrorist methods to perform in

Iran for mortar shelling.

Iran and I came to Iran to assassinate two Iranian offici-

I am Hoora Shalchi. I was born in Tehran in 1972. I came

als, but I was arrested by law enforcement agents and
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members of the public during the operation. When I reali-

and when living in the US, had access to news about this

ly the Ba’ath Party and Intelligence Service. Spying during

Iraq gets information from them and gives them equip-

zed that my opportunity had passed and I had no protec-

via the internet and local radios, the Organization assassi-

the war was more than after the war. Even the data for

ment. That’s why they’re Iraq’s fifth column. Espionage

tion, I detonated a hand grenade to kill myself which led

nates to score points, while the motives for all these ass-

some missile attacks by Iraq were provided by Mojahedin

and sabotage are planned from Baghdad and by Iraqi for-

to the loss of my right hand and my leg was also severe-

assinations are blind. So what? So, that should be a mili-

members. Or when they wanted to attack Dezful with

ces. Near the border, Iraqi forces show the border to the

ly wounded. I was immediately rushed to hospital and

tary or political win for the Mojahedin, instead it’s a blind

missiles - since Dezful had most martyrs in the war. Or

Mojahedin and show them all passages and send the for-

after about four operations and many medical problems I

terrorist motive.

they went to the fronts because they knew Persian lang-

ces into Iran. In return for the operation, they solve all

am now in your presence.

And I myself didn’t know the ones I was supposed to kill

uage. They dressed like Iranian forces and came to the

their problems. As regards training, facilities and sending

I am Mohammed Qomi, born in Maraqeh in 1980. I joined

until the Mojahedin introduced them to me. I knew them

border and gathered information.In some cases after the

forces to Iran, the relation of Saddam and Rajavi is com-

the Mojahedin in 1999 through one of its supporters in

only when I saw their information and their photos. For

war too they got information for Iraqis. They went to the

pletely clear.

Iran. I came to Iran in September 2000 for mortar shelling

me, my cause in performing such a thing was simply the

border cities as native residents and stayed there for

Hoora Shalchi: I want to say that the Organization is

and terrorist activities, but I was arrested in Shahr-e Ray.

direct order that had come from the Organization. That’s

some days. They had twenty days or so to gather infor-

Iraq’s mercenary. What others said is true. All the training

I am Ali Karimi Far born in Mamasani in 1977. I had deci-

how they convinced me that I should kill them. They told

mation from Iran and return to deliver it to Iraqi forces.

by Iraq was under the supervision of Iraqi generals. Even

ded to go abroad with one of my relatives in 1996 when

me ‘you have a great duty in this regard’. After we came,

Iraq gave Mojahedin passage over the border to control

training for women such as military, strategic or basic

I was captured by Iraqis and they delivered us to the

during the operation we were actually arrested by mem-

the information they had and the trafficking teams. This

training. Iraqi generals come to teach the members first

Mojahedin. For three years they prepared me for terrorist

bers of the public – from what I was told, in fact I expec-

was done by Iraqi intelligence. I saw them come for

and all the training books are translated to Persian. The

operation in Iran and then in February 1999 I came to

ted people to support us – and I saw that it was the peo-

observation. An Iraqi battalion was stationed in Sharhani

training is verified under the supervision of Iraqis and

Tehran for mortar shelling. We fled mid-operation becau-

ple themselves who captured us. This convincing talk and

and we were also sent to the region; the Organization’s

from time to time Iraqis come and visit the bases.In this

se people started shouting and crying. After that we were

in fact the Organization’s ‘thought work’ had made me

leader and main cadres coordinated with the general of

regard, the Iraqis and Mojahedin cooperate with each

sent to Iran to accomplish an operation in the same place.

accept these assassinations.

the Iraqi battalion to observe with Rabbit Binoculars and

other very closely and Iraq gives it all facilities, especially

‘camera-120’ which were very powerful. They identified

weapons and ammunition, a series of tanks and mortars.

all the Iranian lookouts and delivered any information

Mohammed Qomi: about the issue of Mojahedin being

gathered to the Iraqis.

the mercenary of Iraq I should say that Massoud Rajavi in

told me that I could go abroad with the help of the

Correspondent:
which country backed your entry to Iran and
from which country did you get your weapons?

Saeed Sangar: about the relationship between Iraq and

his meetings says ‘I was with the landlord (meaning

Mojahedin and that’s how I joined the Mojahedin.I was in

Arash: in short my weapons were anti-tank (Bazhar) and

the Organization, I have seen with my own eyes that the

Saddam) yesterday’ or ‘with Seyed al-Ra’is (meaning

an Iraqi jail for 6 years; later, Iraqi intelligence officers

a gun-shell called Tabuk that was made in Iraq and since

Organization receives ammunition from Iraqi bases. So, in

Saddam again)’. I mean that they sit beside each other

delivered me to the Mojahedin Organization. In 2000, I

they didn’t want the weapons to be recognized as Iraqi

all Iraqi cities, while travelling, Iraqi Intelligence agents

and talk and manage their work together. It shows that

was selected for mortar shelling in Sanandaj by a terrorist

weapons they had scraped the marks off the weapons. I

accompany them and escort them. For example if there

Rajavi is an ostentatious and Saddam asks the organiza-

team. I entered Iran in July 2000 and was arrested in the

entered Iran via Arvand River, accompanied by some

are suspicious people around the bases, the Intelligence

tion to do something for him and he draws the lines for

same month.

Mojahedin members and some Iraqi intelligence agents.

Service arrests them, the organization asks them

the Organization. Other friends told me about Saddam’s

I am Siroos Bagheri born in 1967. In 1989, I joined the

Their intelligence forces were involved in my border-cros-

questions and then translates the answers back to the

orders to Rajavi, such as the assassination of martyr

Mojahedin and I was taught military and terrorist training

sing.

service again. Another point I witnessed was that when I

Sayyad Shirazi and so on. Or about their relationship and

at first. In 2000, I was sent to Iran to perform terrorist

Large scale, I’m sure that all the terrorist training and the

wanted to come to Iran for the operation, they received

cooperation; when I went to Iraq the Intelligence service

operations and I was delivered to Iranian forces by my

works there are the construction of Iraqis. Because I wit-

from Mokhabarat (Iraqi security service) an air photo of

arrested me and I was in jail for a month, then with their

relatives.

nessed their good relationship with Iraqis and I will

Piranshahr city and showed it to us and explained every-

management, the organization’s coordinator came and

explain it at the right time. As far as I’m concerned my

thing for us and gave us complementary information. For

took me to Taba Taba’ee base in Baghdad.

Correspondent:
what was your motive for assassination?

weapons were Iraqi, my ammunition was Iraqi and for

example they described the position of the city, the stage

Arash Sameti Pur: let me explain here, the Iranian priso-

border-crossing, Iraqi intelligence agents helped me. At

when the photo was taken or other maps that was provi-

ner in an Iraqi jail is delivered to the Organization only by

Arash Sameti Pur: I refer you to the main motive of the

every stage - from Baghdad to Basra and passing the

ded by the Iraqi army system. Another point is that the

coordination of the Intelligence service. Now let me sum-

Mojahedin for mortar attacks and assassinations in Iran.

Arvand River - Iraqi forces escorted us. Of course, it’s

Organization has a close relation with Estekhbarat (Iraqi

marize this discussion: the Organization is a part of Iraq’s

It’s necessary first to preface my answer to you. Look, if

obvious that I couldn’t make contact with them because I

Intelligence Service). All the Mojahedin’s bases are pro-

army. It’s obvious that its training, management systems,

you look at the history of Mojahedin you see that it’s an

wasn’t allowed by my commanders to do so. But there

tected by Iraqis and satellite outlooks there.

weapons, ammunition, and information and their guidel-

organization without the ability to work politically. All the

were some high-ranking Mojahedin members that played

Hoshiar Seifi: on this issue, Masoud Rajavi said in mee-

ines all come from the Iraqis and we can’t separate them

organization could achieve is summarized by assassina-

the role of communicator and coordinator.

tings: “we asked the Iraqis why they don’t hit Iran with

from Iraq. In fact we were Iraq’s fifth column; we were

This time we were arrested just after leaving Iraq.
I am Saeed Sangar from Piranshahr born in 1973. In
1998, I had decided to go abroad when one of my friends

tions and futile terrorist operations. Following this

missiles; they said we want to but we don’t have infor-

playing the role of terrorists acting against our country by

mation.” We went and brought maps of Iran and showed

assisting the Iraqis. For instance, the others talked about

its sensitive points and they started firing missiles on

the assassination of martyr Sayyad Shirazi. Since I was

Iran. Then it’s obvious why Massoud Rajavi says in his

there at the time and I met others while on patrol, I

meetings: “if we operate in Iran more accurately the

should say that Iraqis’ happiness is hard to describe when

guerilla war has finished. That is to say, that these wars

Correspondent:
we heard that the Organization has undertaken
information gathering for the Iraqi army during
the Iran-Iraq war and after, do you have more
details? Is there anything special to explain?

Iraqis will help us more and they’ll give us more equip-

they heard the report of Sayyad Shirazi’s martyrdom.

and their reasons belong to the 60s and 70s. While

Mir Qafur Seyedi: yes, I was in the organization for 11

ment.” We cooperate because if we don’t cooperate with

Because we saw this, we can talk about it. A description

governments and advanced societies hold elections and

years and have witnessed many things. I was under the

the Iraqis we will have be restrictions and Iraq will give

of this issue is that lines drawn by the Iraqis are advanced

we see that free elections are held in Iran and are welco-

careful observation of the organizations’ trafficking secti-

us fewer facilities. Thus, Rajavi sponsors such terror activi-

by the Organization.

med by Iranians and I myself, before joining Mojahedin

on that was done with the coordination of Iraqis especial-

ty with the cooperation of the Iraqis and Iraq benefits.

method, they want to get to power. This goes back to the
personality of Rajavi himself and his motives and desires.
But it’s obvious that these are against the desires of
Iranian people. Why? Because I believe that the age of
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Survivors' Report

Correspondent:
how did they behave that you learned these all in
Iraq? Didn’t you know before that they’re working
for the Iraq government?

Iraq-Iran war, they came to the borders; they fired RPG and

Arash Sameti Pur: when somebody’s inside a sect they

on they sent us 50 night-vision binoculars and Danish and

think as the sect thinks. In fact the Organization has thirty

American night glasses.” We should go and perform more

years experience of brainwashing and I’d like to talk about

identification operations and bring information for Iraqis, and

the systems of brainwashing in the organization and the

we should do greater operations, after that operation in

psychology that Rajavi uses on the members. Look, we are

Fakkeh Iraq gave us more equipment, namely two more

mostly youngsters and each of us has been there for two or

bases and Mojahedin settled in there.” After this they crea-

three years and other friends here have undergone such a

ted the terrorist story in which Saddam was involved direct-

system. It is possible to study this system. I mean we should

ly: sometimes after about six or seven months a message

reveal what’s going and what’s happening to the human

came from Rajavi saying that the landlord has interfered and

beings in Mojahedin bases. Most of the time on the internet

we can’t use the Iraq-Iran border easily but if you perform a

or on their TV and radio they hold hot political and propa-

good assassination he’ll certainly give us more equipment

gandistic discussions but they never talk about the realities

and we can penetrate Iran more than ever. After the assassi-

and the ideological issues inside the organization. Now, I

nation of Mr Sayyad Shirazi, Rajavi met Saddam, and

want my friends to talk about these issues.

Saddam gave them more equipment and he gave them a

Mir Qafu Seyedi: If I want to explain completely, I should

base in Basra, two in Al-Amareh and some places in Jalula

say that the relationship between Mojahedin and Iraqis is

and Filagh. In Khales, they were given a big base and they

very close. They’re more equipped than the Ba’ath Party and

were given more communications in their office in Baghdad.

even the Intelligence agents of Iraq. I have seen many

In Abu Gharib, they have another place and some other pla-

examples to tell you. For instance, once they wanted to

ces that we might not know.These facilities were given to us

completely change their equipment. In 1994, Susan (Ozra

after the assassination of Mr Sayyad Shirazi. Iraqis gave

Alavi Taleghani), [military] deputy of Massoud Rajavi, met

Mojahedin shares two times bigger than the shares of the

an Iraqi general in Tajik Base and I was Ozra’s bodyguard.

Ba’ath Party, such as food. In Iraq, where people have

They held meetings about meeting the needs of the

nothing to eat because of sanctions, Mojahedin were given

Mojahedin. Before that Rajavi, Mehdi Abrishamchi and

sugar, clothing, flour, meat, building materials and so on. If I

Abbas Davari met with Saddam Hussein, Tariq Aziz and

want to name the weapons, when they wanted to stage a

others. Rajavi himself, in a public meeting, said: “I have met

military parade in 1991, the Iraqis brought a number of T-55

our friends and from now on they will give you whatever

tanks, 50 BMP-1, a number of MTL and IFA armoured vehi-

you want.” After these meetings it took about three months

cles to Ashraf base, since they wanted to show their parade

for Iraqi repairmen, officials and officers in Tajik Base to

as large and splendid. They gave equipment to the organiza-

repair and renew the equipment, cars, weapons and etc. At

tion, because wanted to use them. In 1994, when they wan-

least ten times, I myself went to transfer the prepared wea-

ted to perform the ‘phoenix’ operation, they had a huge

pons from Tajik base to Ashraf base.

percentage of the Iraqi military’s own arms. Iraq had desig-

Or other instances in 1995 during which I was guarding

ned two-part operational mortars. Iraq gave Mojahedin such

Today, over 2000 years after the

out war and crime and replace it

“respect your fathers and mothers

ammunition trucks. We went to the big base of Mosul that

mortars along with the training to use them. The training

birth of Jesus Christ, this betrayal

with brotherhood and equality.

and love your neighbours so God

had a large ammunition hut and we took 6 ammunition

sessions were held in 1997 under the supervision of Major

is still continuing and the reactio-

Although there has been much

will love you”. The clear message

trucks from Iraqis. We brought the trucks and unloaded the

Abu Ahmad Iraqi. After that they brought their own com-

naries of our time are even now

war and bloodshed throughout

in this is to distance ourselves

cargo in Ashraf Base. Or all the protection that Iraqis have

manders for armo-

misusing his name and his pure

history, Christ is the only prophet

from fighting our neighbours and

appointed for Mojahedin bases (such as anti-aircraft or

red tactic training.

mother, or compare themselves

who never participated in any

to take them as our friends and

with him or his mother to conti-

war and has declared it a sin to

to respect our families and to put

nue this betrayal. Jesus himself

shed the blood of other humans

great effort into keeping them

Editor

says “there will come, after me,

and who stood alone in defiance

from disintegration. Unfortunately

Anne Singleton

people who will say that ‘we are

of the warmongers. Although in

today there are people who, in

the Christ’. But do not believe

his time Jewish men would choo-

the name of Christ or other pro-

them”. This is amongst the grea-

se several wives, Christ would

phets destroy families and inste-

test advice which Jesus gave to

only accept one man for one

ad of peace and friendship and

the people for history, so that

woman and one woman for one

brotherhood, are working hard to

from this we can discover the

man as the best way in life. Christ

bring war and destruction and

nature of the people surrounding

was the leader of equality, bro-

shed the blood of their own chil-

us. Christ came to earth to root

therhood and peace and says

dren and brothers in a bid to gain

returned back or they fired BKC and went back. Once in the
captured 3 Iranians and delivered them to Iraq. From then
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And there are a number of Roland missiles and anti-aircraft
guns (23mm, 37mm, and 57mm) which were all the Iraqis’.

directly. Brigadier

The commander in charge of monitoring the traffic is from

Generals Abdul

Iraqi Intelligence.

Karim and Foad Ali

The intelligence service controls all traffic and under their
supervision they’re free to go and come. They can travel
inside cities with their pistols, BKC, AK-47 and their military
uniform. Another issue was being mercenaries of Saddam.
It’s very clear because I was in the organization 11 years
and I saw that they’re the fifth column of Iraq. During the
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meeting of 1995, Rajavi told us: “Iraq didn’t help us until we

Association for the Support of Victims
Saddam chose six of
of Mojahedin-e Khalq ©2004
his supreme officers

ground forces).
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A message for all at Christmas
Edward Termado

Congratulations to all on the occasion of the new Christian
year marking the birth of Jesus Christ the messenger of
peace, freedom and humanity to those who follow his path.
Jesus Christ brought God’s message of peace and freedom to
free human kind.”Come to me you who are suffering (toiling)
and who have carried heavy loads. I will free you”. Jesus
Christ was born from the Holy Virgin Mary in a time when
the world was drowning in bloodshed, exploitation and slavery of humans by humans, war and oppression. Jesus was
born to and raised in the hands of the pure Mary. He took the
message of peace and freedom to the suppressed people of those days but he knew himself that
they would betray him one day and would crucify him and that is what happened.
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